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Abstract. The article presents Slovenian dialect names for cutlery used in eating or preparing food – spoon, knife and fork, from a geolinguistic, word-formational as well as etymological and semantic-motivational perspectives. The ethnological framework serves in particular to present the reasons for the (non-)borrowing of lexemes. It turns out that the terms for spoon and knife are not diverse from the point of view of borrowing, since the denotata have been in use in the Slovenian language area for a relatively long time. The fork was introduced relatively late as part of cutlery, so the most common name for it is a word-formational diminutive, and a high level of lexeme borrowing is observed in contact with the non-Slavic language area. The name for knife demonstrates word-formational diversity due to different uses in the past. The lexemes nožič, vilice and razsoška or plural razsoške have undergone a word-formational change, as they have kept their structural suffixes, but these do not (or rather, no longer) carry word-formational meaning; they are thus tautological derivations. The lexemes nož and pošada display a semantic change, as the meaning of both has narrowed in the hypernym → hyponym direction.
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Ложка, нож и вилка в словенских диалектах

Аннотация: В статье рассматриваются словенские диалектные названия столовых приборов, используемых для приема или приготовления пищи – ложка, нож и вилка с точки зрения геолингвистики, слвообразования, этимологии, семантической мотивации. Этнолингвистические рамки облегчают, в частности, установление причин (не)заимствования рассматриваемых лексем. Термины, обозначающие ложку и нож, при заимствовании не различаются, так как их денотаты используются в словенском языковом пространстве уже довольно давно. Вилка, напротив, появилась относительно поздно, поэтому наиболее распространенное название для нее — сло-
вообразовательный диминутив; на границах с неславянским языковым пространством часто наблюдаются неславянские заимствования. Дialektные названия ножа демонстрируют словообразовательное разнообразие из-за использования этого предмета в прошлом в самых разных целях.
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Šaukštas, peilis ir šakutė slovėnų kalbos tarmėse
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1 Introduction

Slovenian dialectal materials for the names of three basic pieces of cutlery — spoon, knife and fork — are at the core of the present discussion. Materials from the entire Slavic linguistic area have been used to facilitate orientation within the Slovenian language.

The study has aimed to answer the question what the dialectal names of individual pieces of cutlery under consideration have in common. Specifically, the interest has been whether they share any common either etymological, ethnological or typological characteristics.

Language and its words do not live separately from human life and activity. On the contrary, just as the (historical, societal and economic) situation of people or a given linguistic community and consequently their reality and physical world change, so do new words and meanings emerge or are borrowed from a territorially (non-) neighbouring language community when the need arises. Implements used in eating or preparing food, i.e., pieces of cutlery — spoon, knife and fork — are telling proofs of this.

However, the present study has revealed that something that is so tightly interconnected today does not share a common historical path: spoon, knife and fork reached their common hypernym, cutlery, through different routes of
development. Familiarisation with these routes requires a relevant (dialectal) source of material, a word-formational and etymological analysis of the material and the identification of the semantic motivation of each lexeme’s emergence. The geolinguistic interpretation plays the role of displaying the collected and analysed materials more illustratively and points to the distribution and purpose of the named object as the result of different cultural influences. All this belongs to the field of linguistics, which, however, can present the history of individual parts of (contemporary) cutlery as tangible cultural heritage much better when considered in conjunction with ethnology.

2 Sources

The main source of materials for the study has been the *Slovenian Linguistic Atlas* (hereafter SLA) ([https://sla.zrc-sazu.si/#v](https://sla.zrc-sazu.si/#v)), but other Slavic languages have been taken into consideration as well — the *Slavic Linguistic Atlas* or Общеславянский лингвистический атлас (OLA) ([www.slavatlas.org](http://www.slavatlas.org); [http://ola.zrc-sazu.si/index.htm](http://ola.zrc-sazu.si/index.htm)) has thus been a complementary source. Dialectal materials collected specifically for this study serve to shed light on the wider context.

2.1 SLA

SLA, which is being made at the Fran Ramovš Institute of the Slovenian Language at the SAZU Research Centre, was designed in 1934 by Fran Ramovš, a Slovenian linguist who followed the example of other European nations that had published their first linguistic atlases. Ramovš [1935, 11] was convinced that Slovenian linguistics needed a linguistic atlas covering the entire dialect diversification of the Slovenian language.² This idea was developed further to become the basic project of Slovenian dialectology.

The SLA network includes 417 data points³ or local dialects, of which 78 are outside the state borders of Slovenia (41 data points in Austria, 2 in Hungary, 7 in Croatia and 28 in Italy). The questionnaire for SLA consists of 870 numbered questions or over 3000 in total when combined with supplementary questions.⁴

In the SLA (the first volume was published in 2011, the second in 2016, and the third is in the making),⁵ dialectal materials are published, spatially

---


⁴ The full questionnaire is available at: [http://bos.zrc-sazu.si/c/Dial/Ponovne_SLAJ/P/03_1_Vprasaanicalnica_STEV.pdf](http://bos.zrc-sazu.si/c/Dial/Ponovne_SLAJ/P/03_1_Vprasaanicalnica_STEV.pdf).

⁵ The first and second volumes are both freely accessible at the www.fran.si and [https://sla.zrc-sazu.si/#v](https://sla.zrc-sazu.si/#v) portals.
displayed on so-called word maps and explained in structurally uniform commentaries and published in indices. The second volume of SLA, i.e., *Slovenski lingvistični atlas 2 — Kmetija* (Slovenian Linguistic Atlas 2 — The Farm), is lexical, word-formational\(^6\) and sporadically semantical and presents a linguistically interpreted and ethnologically interesting physical world from all regions in the Slovenian language area.

Dialectal lexis belonging to the semantic field “farmhouse, farm, selected farm work” also includes expressions naming parts of cutlery or implements that are now used in preparing or eating food — *spoon* [Gostenčnik in SLA 2.1, 209, SLA 2.2, 366]\(^7\), *knife* [Kumin Horvat in SLA 2.1, 128–129, SLA 2.2, 236–237]\(^8\) and *fork* [Gostenčnik in SLA 2.1, 126–127, SLA 2.2, 234–235].\(^9\)

### 2.2 OLA

OLA is a Slavic linguistic atlas involving linguists from all Slavic language communities. Work on OLA has been carried out since 1961 within the International Commission for the Compilation of the Slavic Linguistic Atlas based at the Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow under the International Committee of Slavists. The main aim is the historical-comparative and synchronic-typological study of Slavic dialects. The network of localities comprises approximately 850 data points in total, including 25 Slovenian ones (of which 3 are in Italy, 3 are in Austria, and 1 is in Hungary).

### 3 Theoretical-methodological framework

#### 3.1 Linguistic-theoretical basis

In terms of origin [based on Snoj 2016, 14–15], words are categorised into three main groups: 1. words that have arisen as part of continuous linguistic development, 2. words that have been borrowed from foreign languages and 3. imitative words. The collected materials mostly belong to the first and partly to the second group, while there are no imitative words.

As shown by research [Haspelmath, Tadmor 2009], words from some semantic fields are more susceptible to borrowing than others. According to the borrowability table, names for *spoon*, *knife* and *fork* are on the list of borrowing-resistant words included in semantic field 5, Food and drink (out of

---

\(^6\) The maps are either lexical or lexical and word-formational; there are no purely word-formational maps.

\(^7\) The dialectal materials for *spoon* published in SLA 2 are available at: https://www.fran.si/Search/File2?dictionaryId=203&name=gradivo_karti__SLA_V151.01.pdf.

\(^8\) The dialectal materials for *knife* published in SLA 2 are available at: https://www.fran.si/Search/File2?dictionaryId=203&name=gradivo_karti__SLA_V153A.01.pdf.

\(^9\) The dialectal materials for *fork* published in SLA 2 are available at: https://www.fran.si/Search/File2?dictionaryId=203&name=gradivo_karti__SLA_V152.01.pdf.
24 semantic fields) (2009), or in semantic field 7, Food and drink [Haspelmath, Tadmor, Taylor 2010], which allows the assumption that their names in different languages are more likely to have arisen as part of continuous linguistic development and are less likely borrowed.

3.1.1 Inherited Slavic materials. The interpretation of inherited Slavic materials, i.e. words that have arisen as part of continuous linguistic development, is based on historical lexicology. The etymological explanation of materials presented here is based first on a word-formational analysis of the lexeme, which is initially used to ascertain the meanings and functions of individual morphemes, and then the denotative meaning of the root and the function of the other non-final morphemes are added together to form the structural meaning, and by knowing the physical world, i.e., what is named, the motivation that gave rise to the lexical meaning is explained [Furlan 2013, 21].

Within synchronically provided materials, however, there are frequent cases of lexemes with word-formational suffixes that no longer bear their word-formational meaning. This article thus uses the phrase *tautological derivation* (Polish derywat tautologiczny), which has been adopted from Polish linguistics [Kowalska 2011, 127]. In Slovenian word-formation, this phrase fills a terminological void for naming [Kumin Horvat 2013, 39 footnote 8] derived words whose denotative meaning is the same as the denotative meaning of the word-formation base, as the suffix does not provide any word-formational-semantic modification but is merely the carrier of a structural function [Kumin Horvat 2013, 39].

As regards the presence and frequency of individual structural types, it has been found that phrasal names are much more common in more peripheral dialects, while more word-formational differentiation has been noted in the central dialects for the lexemes belonging to the studied semantic sets. [Kumin Horvat 2012, 223]

In lexemes that are unmotivated in terms of word-formation, the central interest lies in the potential semantic change — a phenomenon in which, on a time axis, a given lexeme (in addition to a likely phonetic change) changes meaning, but not form. The lexeme thus changes at the (phonetic and) semantic, but not the formal level [Šekli 2011, 26]. Within the collected materials, there are also lexemes that have undergone a so-called narrowing of meaning. This is a semantic change in which a lexeme’s meaning becomes less extensive and more intensive, or in which the classifying semantic feature is kept and differentiating semantic features are acquired in terms of intensity [Šekli 2011, 26].

3.1.2 Borrowed lexis. The analysis of lexemes borrowed from foreign languages is based on the identification of borrowed elements from territorially neighbouring geolects and the possible added Slavic or Slovenian word-formational suffix.
Borrowed elements are considered to comprise lexemes that have been borrowed into Slovenian and then adapted in form (or not) and lexemes that have served as word-formation bases to form new lexemes in Slovenian. Only direct sources (proximate origin) are listed as foreign-language sources of a Slovenian dialectal lexeme, specifically in the temporal and stylistic variant of the foreign language that has been reconstructed as the likeliest source in light of the phonetic form of the Slovenian lexeme [Šekli in SLA 2.2, 56].

3.1.3 Geolinguistic presentation. Methodologically speaking, the geolinguistic presentation of dialectal materials is mostly based on the spatial distribution of individual lexemes, which is displayed on linguistic maps. It is traditional in principle and displays the synchronic word-formational or lexemic situation in the area of the Slovenian language system. It builds upon the maps from the Slovenian Linguistic Atlas 2, but these have been visually\textsuperscript{10} adapted to suit the needs of the present discussion.

3.2 Ethnological-historical framework

The earliest element of cutlery is the spoon; žlica is attested as a Slovenian lexeme in 16th-century sources. It was used for the consumption of all types of food, not only liquids. Spoons were originally made of wood, later of metal as well [SEL 2004, 191].

Ethnological discoveries describe the knife as one of the earliest human inventions, which was first used as a tool but has developed into a piece of cutlery between prehistory and modern times.

The fork gained a foothold in Slovenia only in the second half of the 19th century, first in cities and towns, then in the countryside as well. In certain higher social strata, the fork had been used much earlier, presumably in the 16th century [Hazler in SLA 2.2, 235].

As regards the development of the eating culture and the related use of cutlery, Vilko Novak (1960, 164) notes that a major development in the manner of eating took place when the family moved from the fireplace in the smokehouse, where they had eaten from a common bowl and reached for many foods with their bare hands, to a table in the hiša — ‘main room’, where they still ate from a common bowl in a great many cases and used only spoons, but plates for every member with individual cutlery had also been widely adopted.

4 Cutlery across Slovenian dialects

The name for spoon features no lexemic diversity, both in terms of origin and word-formation. The names for knife are not diverse in terms of origin, but there is a high level of word-formational differentiation. The names for fork

\textsuperscript{10} Data on which dialect the local dialect belongs to have been added; the local dialect labels have been modified to replace the numerical labels with alphabetical ones; isoglosses and text lines have been added.
feature the highest level of borrowing, which raises two questions – the first relates to the semantic motivation of the non-borrowed lexeme, and the second to the reasons for the relatively high number of borrowed lexemes.

4.1 Spoon

4.1.1 Geolinguistic presentation

Figure 1: Lexical map for ‘spoon’

4.1.2 Analysis. Dialectal names for spoon, i.e., ‘a utensil with a long handle and oval concave part for putting (food) in one’s mouth’, are not diverse in terms of lexemes and word-formation; the (almost) only lexeme in the SLA materials is žlica ‘spoon’ (< PSl. *lъž-ic-a ← unattested *lъž-i) of Slavic origin. Only in SLA T415 (Radvanje — Rothwein), there is a one-off appearance of the Germanism lofl, which originates in the German Löffel ‘spoon’.

In her Istrian-Slovenian materials, Suzana Todorović lists the lexeme kučar (< Triestine Italian cuciar ‘spoon’ [Doria 1987, 189]) and its variant kučaro [Todorović 2020, 640], which do not appear in the SLA materials, in addition to žlica.

4.1.3 Slavic materials. A great uniformity of word roots is characteristic of the entire Slavic language area; in terms of word-formation, all the lexemes are diminutives. Compare:11 Croatian žlica, dialectal Serbian làžica, ložica,

---
11 Unless otherwise stated, the examples provided are taken from standard languages.
Macedonian лажица, Bulgarian лъжица, Czech lžice, Upper Sorbian lžica, Lower Sorbian lżyca, Old Russian лъжица, Polabian lžaic12 (← *lḥž-ic-); Slovak lžica (← *lýž-ic-a); Polish lżka (← *lýż-ęk-a); dialectal Czech ležka, Russian ложка, Belarusian лъжка, Ukrainian ложка (← *lḥž-ęk-a) [OLA 6, 141, Snoj in Bezlaj 2005, 466].

Only in the Bosnian and Serbian standard languages, there is the borrowed lexeme kašika ‘spoon’ (← *(kašik)-a ← Turkish kaşık). This lexeme also predominate in Serbian dialects, such as OLA T082 Велика Крушевица (Velika Kruševica) kašika, and rarely coexists on equal terms with the Slavic synonym žlica, such as in T081 Дренча (Drenča) ložica (← *lḥž-ic-a), kašika. Within Bosnian dialects, kašika is the only attested lexeme; only in the local dialect of OLA T038 Лохово (Lohovo) has žlica already become part of the passive vocabulary — kašika, archaic žlica. The Turkism kašika appears as an exception in some Croatian local dialects as well, namely in OLA T150 Pogan (Pogány) in Hungary as kasika [OLA 6, 140].

4.2 Knife

4.2.1 Geolinguistic presentation

Figure 2: Word-formational map for ‘knife’

12 Reconstruction according to ESSJA 16, 258.
4.2.2 Analysis. Across the SLA materials, there are seven different lexemes for the meaning ‘utensil for cutting consisting of a blade and handle’ in Slovenian dialects, six of which belong to the word family with the root *nož-*, while the seventh name, *rožič* ‘knife’, is not related to the others at the root level. In her Istrian-Slovenian materials, Suzana Todorović lists the lexemes *pošada* ‘knife’ [Todorović, Filipi 2017, 55–56] and *kortel* ‘knife’ [Todorović 2020, 639], which do not appear in the SLA materials, in addition to *nožić* ‘nož’.

As regards geographical distribution, the listed names are recorded in large or small continuous areas. The *nož* lexeme, which is also the standard name for the denotatum in question, covers the widest area; the derived word *nožič* forms the second widest area; the derived words *nožek* and *nožec* are recorded in more peripheral dialects, and *nožiček* only in four local dialects as a variant name; the derived word *nožička* appears only once.

Thus, based on their distribution in the dialects (and in the standard language), the studied lexemes can be treated as pan-Slovenian or narrowly dialectal. In dialects, the pan-Slovenian lexeme *nož*, also present in the standard language as the neutral name, is recorded in a wide area, which extends from the Ter, Nadiža and Brda dialects and the northern part of the Karst dialect in the Littoral dialect group as well as the Tolmin and Cerkno dialects of the Rovte dialect group in the west and then fully encompasses the Upper Carniolan, Carinthian (with the exception of the Zilja dialect), Styrian (with the exception of certain local dialects of Posavje) and Pannonian dialect groups (with the exception of the northern part of the Prekmurje dialect).

The second most prevalent lexeme is *nožić* ‘knife’, which has a diminutive meaning in the standard language but an unmarked meaning in dialects; based on this standard and dialectal distinction in meaning, it can be defined as a widespread lexeme. It has been recorded in a wide area that extends from the southern part of the Karst dialect as well as the entire Notranjska and Istrian dialects in the Littoral dialect group and then (with the exception of the Tolmin and Cerkno dialects) fully encompasses the Rovte and Lower Carniolan dialect groups (excluding the Southern Bela Krajina dialect), also appearing in a small area of the Zilja dialect in the Carinthian dialect group.

In addition to the pan-Slovenian and broad dialectal lexemes, the materials for *nož* ‘knife’ also include records of locally spread names, namely *nožec* ‘knife’, recorded only in the northern part of the Prekmurje dialect, and *nožek* ‘knife’, recorded within an area of the Notranjska dialect and individually in the Upper Carniolan local dialect of Srednja vas v Bohinju (SV) and the Lower Carniolan local dialect of Plešivica (Pl). Both lexemes are treated as diminutives in the standard language but definitely as neutral names in dialects.

The lexemes *nožiček* and *nožička* always appear as variants of the lexeme *nož* or *nožić* in the materials, which suggests their word-formational meaning is diminutive in dialects as well.
As noted by Todorović and Filipi, the lexeme pošada is recorded in continuous areas in three local Istrian dialects. [Todorović, Filipi 2017, 55].

The name rožič, which is the only recorded name in two Resian data points, forms the smallest area.

The dialectal names for the meaning ‘utensil for cutting consisting of a blade and handle’ have all arisen as part of continuous linguistic development; both the derived words with the root nož- (*nož-ь ‘that which pricks, stabs; knife’: nožič < *nož-it-ь; nožiček < *nož-it-ьk-ь; nožička < *nož-it-ьk-а; nožek < *nož-ьk-ь; nožec < *nož-ьс-ь) and the lexeme rožič (*rož-it-ь ← *rog-ь ‘horn’) have been formed out of Proto-Slavic word-formational precursors.

Thus, no borrowed names are recorded in the SLA materials for Slovenian dialects, but the Romance borrowed names kortel ‘knife’ (< Triestine Italian cortel ‘knife’ [Doria 1987, 176]) and pošada (< Istrian Venetian posàda ‘cutlery’ [Manzini – Rocchi 1995, 196]) are listed for this meaning by Todorović and Filipi [2017, 2020]. With pošada, a narrowing of the name’s original meaning can be observed: ‘cutlery’ → ‘piece of cutlery, i.e. knife’.13

From the word-formation point of view, it appears at first glance that all the derived words — nožič, nožiček, nožička, nožek and nožec — are still both word-formational and semantic diminutives, as they were originally, but that is not the case. Data on the meaning of the nožič lexeme, such as for the local dialects of Bistrica na Zilji/Feistritz an der Gail, Blače/Vorderberg, Brdo pri Šmohorju/Egg bei Hermagor, Ricmanje/San Guiseppe della Chiusa, where this word means ‘kitchen knife’ and ‘ordinary knife’, clearly demonstrate these are no longer semantic diminutives, but only word-formational diminutives. This finding is corroborated by data from:

a) some dialect dictionaries, e.g., Kostelski slovar [Gregorič 2015, accessible at fran.si], where nožič is a ‘utensil for cutting consisting of a blade and handle’, while nožiček and nožička are true diminutives; Rječnik brodmoravičkog govora [Crnković, manuscript], where nožič is ‘knife’, and nožiček is ‘small knife’; the dictionary of the Haloze dialect (Belanski narečni govor), where nuž is ‘knife’, and nužek is a ‘double-handled knife for woodworking, wheelwright’s draw knife’ [Prašnički 2016, 180];

b) some examinations of local dialects in bachelor theses, where the nožič lexeme is recorded as a neutral name (e.g., in the Notranjska local dialect of Planina pri Ajdovščini [Bajec 2012], in the Karst local dialect of Ozeljan [Bučinel 2001] and Dornberk [Kavčič 2019], in the Istrian dialect and the Eastern Lower Carniolan subdialect of the Lower Carniolan dialect [Špiler 2016]).

13 A narrowed meaning is also displayed by pošada meaning ‘kitchen knife’ on the Chakavian island of Vrgada in northern Dalmatia [Furlan in Bezlj III, 93].
The lexemes nož and nožič appear simultaneously, as synonyms, only in one data point of the SLA collection, i.e., T126 Sočerga. The synonymity and neutrality of the two lexemes are corroborated by the materials for the Istrian data point of Padna in SDLA-SI I for question V367 ‘kitchen knife’ ‘nužič/nuoš [Cossutta 2005, 432] and materials of the Črni Vrh dialect dictionary [Tominec 1964, 141], i.e., nož and nožič.

The derived words nožič, nožek and nožec are thus so-called tautological derivations from the word-formation point of view, while the derived words nožiček and nožička are semantic diminutives.

4.2.3 Slavic materials. The non-diversity of lexemes and roots in general in the materials for nož can be observed across the entire Slavic materials, as all standard languages use the same lexeme, nož, in phonetic variants: Upper Sorbian nôž, Lower Sorbian nož, Polabian nüž, Polish nóż, Czech nůž, Slovak nôž, Bulgarian нож, Macedonian нож, Russian нож, Ukrainian ніж, Belarusian нож, Croatian nož, Serbian nož. [Snoj in Bezlaj 1982, 229]

4.3 Fork

4.3.1 Geolinguistic presentation

4.3.2 Analysis. The Slavic vilice ‘fork’ or its singular variant vilica is the most commonly attested lexeme for the meaning ‘utensil consisting of prongs and a handle for sticking pieces of food on’ in Slovenian dialects; this name
extends across almost the entire Slovenian language area. Both the plural and singular forms appear as the answer in Slovenian dialects, leading to the display of both with the abstracted form *vilic-* on the lexical and word-formational map for ‘fork’. For example, the singular form is recorded in data points T032 Dječše — Diex, T033 Kneža — Grafenbach, T036 Rinkole — Rinkolach, T038 Vidra vas — Wiederdorf, T086 Kojsko, T089 Ročinj, T090 Avče, T092 Kal nad Kanalom, T094 Podlešče, T104 Branik, T198 Zgornje Gorje, T205 Zgornje Jezersko, T286 Stari trg ob Kolpi, T308 Velika Dolina, T358 Pivola, T375 Gibina, T384 Žetale, T392 Čabar, T403 Markoče, T404 Gornji Senik — Felsőszölnök, T408 Huis, T409 Dubravica, T410 Čabar, T412 Ravna Gora. Within the same word family, there are also single appearances of the lexeme *viličke* ‘fork’ and the phrases *ta manjše vile* ‘fork’ and *majhne vile* ‘fork’ in the Rož dialect.

The borrowed lexeme *piron* ‘fork’, a Romance word found in the Littoral dialect group, and the lexeme *razsoška* ‘fork’ or plural *razsoške* ‘fork’ in the Prekmurje dialect are next in terms of frequency.

As regards Germanisms, the lexeme *gopljice* forms a small area in the Panonian dialect group in the north-east, at the contact of the Slovenske gorice and Prekmurje dialects, while the lexeme *gabelj* appears only once in the North Pohorje-Remšnik dialect.

The names *vilice* (vilič-* < *vidl-ic-ę/*vidl-ic-a ← *vidl-ę ‘vile’ according to SLA 2.2, 234) and *razsošk-* (*orz-soš-ьk-a ← *orz-sox-a ‘tree fork’ ← *orz- [prefix meaning ‘apart’] + *sox-a ‘branch’) are inherited Slavic lexemes. Both arose with the same semantic motivation, which was the meaning ‘that which is branched’, i.e., *vile* ‘(pitch)fork’ or *razsohe*, which means ‘hay fork’ in the contemporary local dialect of eastern Styria [Furlan in Be III, 160].

The Romance name *piron* has been borrowed from Friulian *piron* or Venetian Italian *piron*, which originates from the Greek word *περόνη* ‘pin’ < ‘object used for piercing’ [Furlan in Bezljaj 1995, 40]. The *gabelj* lexeme and the root of the *gopljice* lexeme have been borrowed from the Bavarian variant of the German language (cf. German *Gabel* ‘fork’).

The most frequently attested and standard lexeme *vilice ← vile* is a word-formational diminutive, but not (or rather, no longer) a semantic diminutive. *Razsošk-* ← *razsoha* is also a word-formational diminutive. The underived lexeme *vile* appears only in two attested phrases (*majhne/manjšie vile*). In terms of syntactic word-formation, the phrases *ta manjšie vile* ‘fork’ (T020 Žihpolje — Maria Rain) and *majhne vile* ‘fork’ (T021 Žrelec — Ebenthal) are more primitive compared to the diminutive with the -*ica* suffix. The diminu-
tive gopljice (pl.), whose word-formational precursor is the Germanism goplj-, has been derived using the Slovenian suffix -ica.

4.3.3 Slavic materials. Other standard Slavic languages display the same word-formational motivation, i.e., a word-formational diminutive of the precursor *vidl-. Compare: Polish widelc (instead of *widlec), Belarusian відэльцы (← *vidl- + *-ьc-); Czech vidlice, Slovak vidlica, Upper Sorbian widlicy, Lower Sorbian widlice, Kashubian vidlića, Macedonian/Bulgarian виллица, Croatian vilica (← *vidl- + *-ic-); Serbian viljuška (← *vidl- + *-ux- + *-ьka); Russian вилки, Ukrainian вилелки (← *vidl- + *-ьk-) [Snoj in Bez-laj 2005, 317].

5 Names for cutlery in Slovenian dialects

As the SLA material collection does not include a question for ‘cutlery’, the materials for this have been acquired from available dialect dictionaries, selected bachelor theses and through a short survey. The answers obtained have been standardised in form and can be categorised in six groups:

1. beštiek < German Besteck ‘cutlery’ —
   a) ‘cutlery for everyday use’: Idrija pri Bači (arch.), Bled, Tržič, Podlonk, Koprivnik v Bohinju, Kamnik, Železniki, Plavški Rovt, Jesenice, Ljubljana, Slovenske Konjice, Slovenska Bistrica, Lower Savinja Valley, Malečnik, Maribor, Novo mesto, Dolnje Mraševo, Brod Moravice, Vipava, Logatec, Ravne na Koroškem, Libelieč and phonetical variant beštekt in Mežica;
   b) ‘cutlery for special occasions’: Bovec, Pivka, Gradež, Šentrupert,

2. šker < OHG giskirri ‘dish, device’, MHG geschirre ‘dish, device’ [Furlan in Bezlaj 2005, 54] — Dolnja Bistrica, Boreci, Vanča vas, Turnišče;

3. escajg < German Esszeug ‘cutlery’ — Dokležovje, Bakovci, Večeslavici;

4. pribor < Czech příbor ‘cutlery, dishware’ ← Czeckh přebrat, přebírat ‘to sort, to select’ — Idrija pri Bači, Kranj, Kopriva, Sežana, Vipava, Slovenske Konjice;

5. cevh < MHG ziuc, zieg ‘hand tools’, German Zeug ‘things’ [Bezlaj 1977, 63] — Ravne na Koroškem, Libelieč;

6. nož, žlica, vilice ‘cutlery’ (no hypernym) — Kranj, Ljubljana, Pivka, Koper Hills, Števerjan, Medana, Bovec, Strmec na Predelu, Gradež, Šentrupert.

The dialectal materials suggest that in Slovenian dialects hypernyms for ‘cutlery’ were not in general use as the phrase noži, žlica, vilice is widely spread. The most frequent borrowed lexem beštiek can have the meaning ‘cutlery for everyday use’, but often coexists with the phrase noži, žlica, vilice then having the meaning ‘cutlery for special occasions’, which suggests a later borrowing. The lexemes escajg and šker are heard in the dialects of the Panno-
nian dialect group, *cevh* in the Carinthian dialect group. Literary lexem *pribor* is dispersed across the wider Slovenian area. It was accepted into Slovenian literary language from Czech only in the 19th century.

6 Conclusion

This article discusses dialectal lexemes naming three objects with similar, yet different culturological/ethnographic backgrounds. In examining the origin of each lexeme, the question of its connection to the origin of the denotatum itself has thus been explored. The situation in Slovenian dialects has also been clarified and put into context with wider Slavic materials.

Based on the dialectal materials, it can be concluded that the lexemes *nožič* ‘knife’, *vilice* and *razsoška* ‘fork’ or plural *razsoške* have undergone a word-formational change, as they have kept their structural suffixes, but these do not (or rather, no longer) carry word-formational meaning; they are thus tautological derivations. The lexemes *nož* ‘knife’ and *pošada* ‘knife’ display a semantic change, as the meaning of both has narrowed in the hypernym → hyponym direction.

Based on findings from ethnological literature, the following chronology of the emergence and use of cutlery items can be outlined: 1) the *knife* and *spoon* are the oldest implements used for eating; when it appeared, the knife was used by the head of the family to cut big pieces of food, meat, bread [Novak 1964]; the food was eaten with the hands or spoon; 2) the *fork* is a newer
piece of cutlery; its name in the Slovenian area fits two types: a) the name is a lexeme borrowed from neighbouring languages (in the Littoral dialect group and individually in the Carinthian and Pannonian groups); b) the name is taken from an already-known similar object, i.e. vile ‘farm tool’, razsoške ‘farm tool’ (in most dialects); 3) the table knife for each individual at the dinner table has appeared most recently and is thus the newest element of cutlery.
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